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Introduction

• Aims:

– Facilitate discussion and policy development 

– Recap and update on developments in the sector (cf

Discussion Paper) 

– Draws on recent ‘scoping study’ in UK and Sweden

– And meetings of / with key agencies

• It’s a good time for reform!

– EASA refusal to recognise Australian licenses a wake up 

call!

– Key agencies now accept the need to meet ‘international 

standards’

– Unfortunately these are not as clear as previously
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Presentation Structure

1. Opportunity

2. Our Current System: Challenges

3. ‘Harmonisation’ and the Defence Regulatory 

Reform Initiative (RRI)

4. Changing International Standards

5. Australian training and licensing reform
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1. Opportunity

• Asia

– Government leadership of industry development

– Projections of major fleet growth; new MRO hubs 

– Training needs are probably beyond these countries’ 

capacities

• Defence Industry Policy – A game changer?

– ‘Blended workforces’ – possibility of ‘cross-sectoral’ and 

international contracting 

– Depends on our training and licensing system achieving 

‘international standards’
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2. Our Current System: Challenges

• Post-CASRs (2011) - difficult interactions 

between training and licensing

– CASR (part 66) raised ‘B’ license qualification to 

Diploma (from CIV)

» EASA – 17 ‘knowledge modules’ – c. 2400 training hours

– Funding arrangements varied state-by-state

– Funding by competency attained, not by knowledge 

modules passed

– Training package spreads knowledge over multiple 

competency standards

– Fragmentation, loss of national approach – and not 

EASA ‘compliant’
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Challenges (cont)

• Two sets of regulations (for VET and Aeroskills) 

are inconsistent in important respects

– RTOs regulated from VET sector, audited by ASQA 

– MTOs are RTOs with CASR part 147 (CASA) approval

• Tensions: eg

– EASA knowledge modules must be passed at 75%

– VET qualifications (up to CIV) - ‘competent or not’

– Problems eg when students from RTOs seek prior 

standing – ‘mutual recognition’ clashes with CASR part 

147



Positive Indicators

• Watershed moments:

– Last July, industry rejected the CASR part 66 Manual Of 

Standards and SAL (Small Aircraft License); 

– CASA agreed – initiated PIR of CASR part 66

– Department of Infrastructure review of GA 

– Changes in VET policy/institutional arrangements –

changed relations between IRC and new SSO 

– IRC – advocated an inquiry into whether Australian 

training is meeting ‘international standards’ 
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3. Harmonisation and The Defence

Regulatory Reform Initiative (RRI)

• Align Defence maintenance with European 

Military Aviation Requirements (EMARs)
– EMARs = A new ‘international standard’ - based on EASA

• Pressures for standardisation – mutual 

acceptance of approvals
– Procurement and strategic cooperation and ‘joint exercises’

– Defence contractors could bid for civilian MRO work, and vice versa 

• This may be more difficult than assumed

• Defence regulation is ‘bespoke’ – unlike civil (ICAO) –

and difficult to compare and to align – but with ‘flexibility’ 

not impossible
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Inter-sectoral Harmonisation – More difficult

• Defence and civil have different qualifications and 

certification requirements

• DASR 66 – National ‘License Equivalence’ – by 

reference to EMARs
– Civilian qualified and licensed personnel can move to Defence

– But movement in the other direction (ie intra-national cross-sectoral 

harmonisation) is more difficult

• DASR 66 accepts civilian problems
– CASA mapping (of EASA Theory modules to UoCs) – hasn’t worked 

properly in the Civilian world – probably is not EASA compliant  

• ‘Full’ vs  ‘partial’ harmonisation
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4. Changing International Standards

• ICAO Annex One and Training Manual are the 

base of the system

– EASA (claims to) incorporate them

• ICAO standard setting and oversight process 

increasingly lacks credibility and clarity

– Australian 85% for ‘effective implementation’

– Why then the evident difficulties with training and 

licensing? 

– Problems with ICAO USOAP (leave these aside)
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Reference point = ICAO Annex one 

Training Manual

• ICAO Review of the Training Manual (2003) and 

related material 

• Requires re-examination of CBT 
– which is also being propagated in IATA/ICAO NGAP program 

(different to Australian concept) 

– Is the Training Package / CBT approach to incorporating knowledge 

modules consistent with part 66?

• EASA is reviewing parts 66 and 147
– Australia is not the only country enduring ‘regulatory disruption’

– Potential implications for training quality and safety in countries that 

have implemented EASA
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5. Australia: Concerns: what we(?) want

1. Meets ‘international standards’ – or, is accepted 

overseas

2. Progressive system 

3. GA -> RPT

– Modules need to be examined as a whole (EASA) and 

this makes progression difficult

– Without excessive repetition of theoretical material
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Alternatives:

• Teach license theory (B level) in University setting

– Britain – 2 year ‘foundation degrees’

– Advantage: can articulate with other degree courses (engineering, 

aviation management)

– Difficulties:  

▪ Students meeting part 66 experience requirements; 

▪ required hours may not articulate well with uni hours requirements; 

problems for timetable, workload, qualifications of instructors, etc

▪ University reluctance to teach VET knowledge

• Regenerate Trades model
– Intersperse knowledge modules with trades training and Training 

Package
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Alternatives (cont):

• National Aviation College?
– greater attention to ‘international standards’

• What to do about GA?
– EASA hasn’t figured it out

– B3 license not adopted – ‘B-L’ project proceeding

• Need for regulatory agencies to consult to 

address ‘Parallel regulation’ and ‘competing 

training-related regulations’ (DASR 66)

• Need for government to increase interaction with 

EASA
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Conclusion

• Problems with the civilian training sector are well 

documented and urgent  - ‘Now is the time’ for reform 

• Defence RRI: needs to seek full, not partial, harmonisation

• International Standards – new reviews and redefinition –

need for ongoing monitoring and analysis

– not only reference to international documents, but to 

intergovernmental agreements and accepted international practice

• Need for extensive consultation between policy making 

agents to build trust and shape regulatory structures

• Need for government support
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